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Cover Photo: A busy day at Naracoorte Station on
Lindsay Baker’s South East Division layout
Photo: Julie Burdett

Mateship
There is one element of the hobby that we
tend to overlook and that is mateship. The
model railway hobby is often a shared
experience with people of like minded
interest participating together.
The interaction between model railway
enthusiasts can often create a friendship that
spans many years. Learning, sharing and
creating together is a positive element and
furthers our enjoyment of the hobby.
It is this mateship that makes the hobby so
enduring. On a personal note I have learned
so much about the history of railways,
locomotives, rolling stock and structures,
thanks to the mateship in the hobby. More
recently the production of this magazine has
provided an opportunity to learn more about
fellow enthusiasts around the world.
Mateship and friendship are one in the same
and form an important and positive part of
our hobby.
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A Train of Thought

Above: This scene on Paul Morcom’s Picton Goulburn
railway captures the early days of New South Wales
railways. A 48 class locomotive is on passenger duty
heading through Picton station a short distance away the
train will cross the impressive Picton Viaduct.

The 30 class steam locomotive with a combined freight and
passenger service waits for the 48 class to clear the line and
continue its journey to Goulburn.



This publication nor the editor accept any responsibility for the accuracy or reliability of articles or advertising contained within these pages. We do not
necessarily subscribe to the views or opinions expressed or implied by contributors or advertisers. The publication does not guarantee either expressed or
implied to the good conduct or practices of those who advertise in this publication.We reserve the right at all times to refuse acceptance of material that is
considered to be unsatifactory for publication.
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Lindsay Baker wished for his model railway to be
bequeathed to the National Trust in Naracoorte
in South Australia. He intended it to be a
memorial to the broad gauge system that ran
fromAdelaide to Mt Gambier during the 1953-69
period. Thanks to a group of railway modelling
friends and family connections, his dream was
realised.

Lindsay built his layout in his shed in Adelaide over
about a 30 year period , representing 3 major
stations, Mt. Gambier, Kingston and Naracoorte. In
South Australia, this whole area is simply known as
the “South East”. Regular train services have not run
in there since 1995 when theAdelaide-Melbourne
line was converted to standard gauge but the branch
to Mt. Gambier was not.

When Lindsay’s health began to deteriorate, his
family made the initial approach to the National
Trust in Naracoorte based on the historical
significance of Lindsay’s railway. Representatives
went to Adelaide to see what they were being
offered and decided that it was indeed a “must have”
but wondered how to get it 340 kilometres away
intact?

Ellis Roberts, a member of the National Trust in
Naracoorte, discussed this issue with Len Redway, a
cousin through marriage. Len divides his time
between Gisborne in Victoria and Adelaide. Because
of the family connection and the installation of the
model railway, he has been a frequent visitor to
Naracoorte.

A team primarily from the South Australian Railway
Modellers Association (SARMA) in Adelaide was

organised. The logistics of getting the layout split
for conveyance were settled and transport and the
new location of the layout was arranged. When the
layout arrived, a couple of local modellers joined
volunteers from the National Trust Group and the
local Men’s Shed. All assisted moving the layout in
and the Men’s Shed group assisted with any needed
carpentry.

Because the layout was designed for a couple of
operators, the access for the general public would
have been limited, so an extra section was added to
enable better access and viewing. This new section
was seamlessly incorporated into the “open
country” section on the approach to Mt. Gambier.
Lindsay would have been proud of the efforts of all
the groups and their craftsmanship.

Graham Phillips built and installed a push button
control which provides the general public with
actual interaction. The Push button activates a rail
car which departs from Naracoorte, travels to Mt.
Gambier, waits, then trundles back to Naracoorte
providing action for the public to see.

Lindsay’s collection of railway photographs also
adorns the walls, showing locomotives and a
number of historical scenes from the area. To cater
for the younger visitors, a number of “Tomy” brand
trains have been set up on some tables in a very
comprehensive U shape track layout.

Let’s take a trip around this fantastic layout…
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Lindsay Baker’s SouthAustralian Layout survives as a legacy of his modelling skills
thanks to the efforts of a small group of volunteers and the National Trust.



Fig. 2 Many small towns in Australia had their own local
soft drink manufacturers. Naracoorte was no exception! This
scene has a minimum of movement evident but suggests a lot.
Note the tree branch overhanging the annexe to the right of
the loading bay.

Fig. 3 This is the Junction of the Kingston branch and the Mt. Gambier main line. The railcar passes under the road bridge.
The higher ridge hides a two track staging area. The bridge itself however is a classic example of modellers’ licence as no such
bridge existed over a multiple tones of green in the foliage. Also seldom modelled is the dying (or dead) tree trunk in the
foreground. This could be quite easily modelled with a dead twig found in many gardens and painted silver grey.

Fig 1 Never their prototype trains shall meet! A V-Line
Sprinter car stands at the Naracoorte Station, crossing loco
900 hauling the Blue Lakes Express. The layout does have
a Bluebird railcar which would normally do this run.

The Sprinter is an emergency replacement kindly loaned by
Len Redway. Naracoorte Station was a low level platform in
narrow gauge days until 1953 but with artistic licence, it
was included in the layout.
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Naracoorte Station in steam days circa 1907.
State Library of SouthAustralia (B12078) PhotographerW. J. Angus
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Fig. 4 The “Eastern View” of Kingston Yard. The large
corrugated iron goods shed would have been an extremely
hot workplace during summer and less forgiving in the
winter months. Lindsay’s attention to detail in this expansive
scene are a credit to his skill.

Fig. 5 Bool Lagoon is a landmark south of Naracoorte, well
known for its bird life when it is full. However the railway in
real life did not cross the lagoon like this but was actually a
few kilometres east! This is yet another use of “modellers
licence” that provides visual interest to the onlooker and acts
as a memory evoker for locals.

Fig. 6 A little further down the line, the railcar passes a quarry with a number of laden freight cars to be picked up
by the next available freight.



Mt Gambier Station circa 1892 with a group of well dressed men and boys waiting for the train. Photo from the State
Library of SouthAustralia (B 14692) Photographer unknown.
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Fig. 7 The Sprinter is approaching Mt. Gambier past the Roundhouse and a range of buildings that fronted the railway.
There is a mixture of South Australian and Victorian Railways rolling stock, as Victorian trains came into Mt.Gambier from
Heywood and beyond.

“The Mount” was also a mid way point between Adelaide and Melbourne on the coastal route. Timber and paper mills used
the line extensively as well as the livestock traffic that Lindsay modelled on all 3 stations.
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Fig. 10 The railcar rests at the Mount for a minute or so before returning to Naracoorte. The track to the top right heads to the
border and saw a number of trains from Victoria during the week. Note the use of finer ballast in the yard. Fine ballast was
used in most yards to make the work place safer for those on the ground such as shunting personnel.

The advertising signs were typical of the day and the Railways in all states made a nice sideline of billboards right up till the
1980’s . Lindsay certainly achieved the sandstone look well with the colour tones on the very nice station building.

Fig. 8 Mt. Gambier had a number of interesting line side
buildings and businesses contributing to the local economy.
The line between the backdrop and the layout module is very
difficult to pick.

Fig. 9 Almost there…Mt. Gambier yard was a very busy
place back in the 1950’s right up almost till the closure of the
line. This area is but a memory as the actual yard has become
a parkland and only some evidence of the railway remains.
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Fig. 12 Across the aisle from the lagoon and quarry area is the station yard at Kingston. The other side of this backdrop is the
stockyard at Naracoorte while the silos in Figure 11 are visible in the top left.

Fig. 11 Nearly back at Naracoorte. The railcar will stable there until the next cycle initiated by the push button.
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Fig. 14 The extension to the Tomy train which caters for even
younger train loving youngsters. Note the gradient down and
the foot stool, more than likely for the smaller ones to see
what is happening on the bigger and higher layout! Rayleen
put together another interesting railway shunting yard on this
section.

Fig. 15 An overall view of the layout. Ellis Roberts on the left
is standing by the Naracoorte station while Gareth Jones is
standing at the Kingston station.

The extension module to enable the front aisle to be accessed
is almost immediately behind Gareth. We are overlooking the
Mount Gambier yard.

Fig. 16 We were very pleased to see these local men turn out
to show us around the layout and answer any questions we
had. A couple of the fellows are railway modellers but all of
them are keenly interested in the historical importance of the
South Eastern Railway system to their region.

From L-R Gareth Jones, Michael Hornabrook, Michael
Rawlinson, Tony Hill and Ellis Roberts. Thank you to
everyone for your time and hospitality and your effort was
very much appreciated!

Fig. 13 Part of the “Tomy” brand train which was set up by
Rayleen Krause, one of the local National Trust members.
Youngsters … and the young at heart… can explore running
trains in the special play area in full view of parents. This
design would make an interesting shunting puzzle layout in
its own right, let alone with the other side to our left.

ABOUT THE SHEEPS BACK MUSEUM
The Sheep’s Back Museum Naracoorte is located at 36 MacDonnell St on the corner of
Cameron St.
Open 7 days a week from 9am-5pm weekdays
and 10am-4pm on weekends and public holidays
except for Christmas Day and Good Friday. The Museum houses eight galleries
showcasing the historical aspects of the Australian wool industry, in the higher rainfall
areas of South Eastern Australia.
The local Council’s Visitor Information Centre and a small gift shop, along with the
model railway and historical railway display, are also located in the main building that
was built in the 1860’s as a stone flour mill.
Their website http://thesheepsbackmuseum.org.au/ is a treasure trove of information
which will be of interest to many of us as modellers, as well as appealing to historians
and those with a general rural background.
The Museum and the town of Naracoorte are well worth a visit and there are plans to
further develop the railway display in the future. Naracoorte has a number of good local
eateries, accommodation and other attractions such as the World Heritage listed
Naracoorte Caves. The nearby Coonawarra wineries holds a number of events
throughout the year.
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Fig. 3 All ready to go!
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THETHE LAYOUT OPENING DAYLAYOUT OPENING DAY

Pictures by Mike HornabrookPictures by Mike Hornabrook
On the first weekend in March 2021, the SARailway Modellers Association took their exhibition layout “Strathburn” to
Naracoorte for the unveiling of the South East Division layout. One cannot help but be impressed by the enthusiasm and
community spirit shown by everybody involved with the National Trust exhibit. We hope to visit again shortly.

Above Len Redway looks on while SARMAmember Graham
Phillips presents a booklet he made about the layout to Graham
Brammer (National Trust) and Mayor Erika Vickery.

Right Mike’s son and granddaughter, James and Charlie
inspect the Mt. Gambier Station model.

Below Rayleen Krause stands proudly by her first efforts at
assembling the TOMY brand train set. A further donation of
another set allowed her to change the layout to the version
shown on our visit.

Right An informal photo showing Gareth Jones, Ellis Roberts,
Trevor Gibbs and Vivien Gibbs standing behind the Naracoorte
Station section of the layout. A story with this photo appeared
in one of the two local papers. It well reflects the community
spirit behind the relocation of this tribute to the history of the
South Australian Railways.

Below A ubiquitous SAR F class tank engine is being
turned on the Strathburn layout during the show.



MORE SOUTH EAST DIVISION
PICTURES

by Julie Burdett
Julie Burdett, a member of the
Naracoorte Rotary Club, kindly
took a number of extra photos
of the layout when a few of the
views did not show all of this
wonderful layout.

The significance of the layout is
recognised by the community
spirit of many groups when we
spoke to Ellis to organise some
extra assistance. Thank you to
Julie for supplying these photos
– Rail Modeller Australia

Left - Looking from the back of the
layout, Naracoorte station yard is on
our right with a Budd Rail Diesel Car
(RDC) substituting for the Bluebird.
The Naracoorte stockyards are the
area to the left.

Below - The original Naracoorte
station is so typical of many South
Australian Railways stone quoin
construction stations, particularly on
the narrow gauge parts of the system.
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Left - The structures and
design at the Naracoorte
station certainly are
impressive even if the
positioning of a few involve
a big degree of modellers
licence.

Note that the Budd RDC
has a dome for roof top
radiators because their US
designers could not get the
radiators within the roof
line.

Australian designers of the
Bluebirds overcame this
issue with radiators over
the baggage area of the
250 class and keeping the
100 class all passenger
Blue bird cars as trailers.

Above - A couple of lessons for modellers in this photo. The high acrylic gaurds help protect the layout from prying fingers yet
allow good overall access. The Grey Box actually hides a control panel for Naracoorte station with all the local switch gear
underneath for when it may be operated as a club style layout.
The edging and the valances are painted in tasteful but neutral grey shades which make the layout the focal point for observers.
The displays on the walls add to a positive railway experience.
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SULZER LANE
WHY SULZER LANE?
Having a small car limits the size of a layout one
can transport to an exhibition, without some
assistance.

As my collection of British diesels and railcars was
increasing slowly, I decided that a small depot
layout would be interesting and easy to transport.
With planning, some wagon moving could also be
incorporated to add interest to the layout module.

Fig. 1 - A Class 24/1 and a Class 25 idle at the loco shed,
waiting for their next allocated duties.

Over the years, a number of interesting Traction
Maintenance Depot (TMD) layouts have appeared
in Railway Modeller and other British model
railway magazines which have provided me with
ideas.

“Sulzer Lane” was not designed for the purist!
Some of my model locos might never have been
together at the same depot in real life. The colour
schemes are also not always in keeping with the

actual locos my fleet represents. However I have
bought locos that I like, including some with DCC
sound.

DESIGNING THE BOARDAND LAYOUT.
Amodule 4.00 ft wide, by 15 inches would fit
across the back seat of my car. The baseboard was
constructed from 6mm MDF, topped with caneite,
stiffened by a backboard and fascia of 3mm MDF,
and then strengthened with 70mm x 10mm jointed
pine. This has proved quite sturdy and lightweight,
making it easy to work on and move.

After deciding on the buildings and scenic features I
hoped to fit into the area, I designed the track plan.
My usual method is to place points and track, as
well as the outlines of buildings, on the baseboard. I
then move everything around like chess pieces,
until I find a design that suits my requirements.

For this module, I wanted a two road diesel shed,
inspection pits, a refuelling point and oil storage
tanks. With some planning, I was able to
incorporate a crane and an inspection shed as well. I
have also ensured that sidings are long enough to
take my locomotives and rolling stock.

I find that this method of planning small layouts
works well, as it is easy to visualise where every
thing fits, and how it can be operated.

Sometimes plans which have been developed on
paper can end up with operational challenges when
they are actually built. When you are operating a
layout for hours at an exhibition, you also want to
be able to enjoy it.

SULZER LANE
A British Loco Depot Mini Layout in OO by Les Fordham
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THE TRACKWORK.
All the track is now Peco code 75. I call this the
Mark 2 version, as I used some Shinohara Code 70
points when I built the first version.

I soon found out Bachmann and Hornby diesels did
not like the code 70 track, when I started to test
them. The strange thing was that my old Bachmann
0-6-0 Jinty travelled well over the track. This meant
I needed a quick visit to the hardware store for more
MDF and timber and the new baseboards were
under way for Version 2.

The Mark 1 version will be re-built as an Australian
depot. I thought it would be easier to start again
rather than trying to re-profile flanges on a number
of locos. This time I read the instructions with the
Peco code 75 points. I had also carefully studied an
article in the model press about Peco points. I cut
the wire links on the underside, put in the jumper
links and wired the frog through a DPDT (Double
Pole Double Throw) slide switch.

The large knobs on the throw bars were removed
with side cutters, before the points were laid in
place. It is amazing how prominent these knobs can
be in photographs.

The points were all connected to DPDT slide
switches by a brass wire. This acts as a point throw
and also acts as an electrical change over switch.
The links and wiring improved the ability of locos
to be run at low speeds more appropriate for the
layout.

All the track was cleaned and then tested with
locos, especially the Hornby Class 08 with sound.
This loco appeared to be the best to check the

reliability of the track. The track was laid and the
sides of the rails were painted with a matt rust
colour. The track was then finished visually after
testing with Woodlands Scenics fine ballast.

Once the ballast had dried and the loose grains had
been cleaned away, the track and ballast were then
lightly coloured with a watercolour wash which was
applied through an eye dropper. This dulled the
ballast colour down and gave it a weathered
appearance. Castings of point ground throw levers
were then mounted on bases made from wooden
offcuts and added along side the points. The levers
were painted white and the bases painted black.

I have always used Kadee couplers, so they were
my choice for this British layout. My main
modelling is an Australian layout that appeared in
the August and September 2013 Continental
Modeller.

Fig 3 A view from the “Eastern” side of the layout

Fig. 2 The layout plan
(L. Fordham
and R. Taylor)

1 Single Diesel Shed 2 Overhead Crane 3 Fuel Tanks 4 Fuelling Point

5 Office Building 6 Double Diesel Shed 7 Inspection Platform 8 Car Park
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The NEM pockets do make many of the
conversions a simple pop out and replace job. I also
found that the conversion of the older Mainline
brand rolling stock was quite straight forward.

Old wheels were replaced with new Bachmann
metal wheels and the large coupler mounting blocks
were removed with a Dremel tool and cutting disk,
Once the underframe was tidied up, Kadee coupler
boxes were then at the correct height.

Some of the four wheel wagons were very light and
free running, which sometimes led to uncoupling
when being pulled over an uncoupling magnet. My
solution was to fit a small piece of foam under one
axle.

This created a small degree of resistance to the
wagons’ free rolling ability and overcame the
problem. As some locos will not be hauling stock, I
have fitted the detail parts and left the Kadee
couplers off.

The layout was wired for DCC, to take advantage of
the sound fitted diesels.

LOCOSAND ROLLING STOCK.
On our first holiday in England I watched a Sulzer
powered diesel leaving Highley on the Severn
Valley Railway. I took home a Bachmann class 25
diesel fitted with sound, as a souvenir.

This was the start of a side interest fromAustralian
prototype. Since then a few more diesels have
ventured south including some sound equipped
diesels which I chose to import myself because they
were not available here.
At this time on my layout, there is one class 04, two
class 08 shunters and one each of a Class 20, Class
24, Class 25 and Class 27 as well as a Class 122
railcar and a Derby Lightweight set.

I have been reading many articles on weathering, so
that I can get the airbrush and compressor set up
and going to weather a few locos. A couple of my
locos have come factory weathered which is great
as a guide.

Modern Locomotives Illustrated (A British rail fan
magazine) has printed colour books with pictures of
the classes of diesels I am using, so these books will
also form a good reference point .

Like many modellers, I have more than enough
locomotives, railcars and wagons to fit onto the
layout. A small selection of freight stock, ranging
from tank wagons, vans, open wagons and a flat
wagon, will be enough to provide some operating
interest. I have found the shop at the Keighley and
Worth Valley Railway very good to deal with. They
have always offered great service and competitive
prices.

BUILDINGS.
The diesel shed and the inspection shed are built
from Pikestuff kits. These have been mounted on
styrene bases and painted with Floquil weathered
concrete paint, to represent the concrete foundations
that they sit on.

Concrete surfaces in the depot have been made
from styrene sheet, painted to represent concrete.
The office building is the old Airfix/ Dapol station
kit which has been modified to serve as crew rooms
and office space. The two fuelling points were built
from a Knightwing kit, while the oil tanks are
Ratio. Peco locomotive inspection pits and Ratio
carriage cleaning platforms have been added to the
loco servicing area.

Oil drums, pallets and other details add to the
general clutter around the depot. Cable drums were
made up from wooden kits. The British Railways

Fig. 5 A BR blue scheme 08 class diesel idles near the back
shed, after shunting in a tank load of fuel.

Fig.6 A Class 25 and a Class 08 idle by the fuel tanks.
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panel van and crew car are Oxford models. Some
yard lamps were fixed in place before the
photographs were taken, however, these had to be
removed for a while, to enable some better photos
to be taken due to depth of field. It was amazing
how often these lamps ended up out of focus in the
foreground of a photo.

Fig.6 A Depot Worker signals movement of the railcar while
08173 makes its way to yet another task.

While we were in the UK, I found a hobby shop
with a good range of Bachmann figures, so I bought
some sets to bring home. I had timed our itinerary
to enable a visit to the show at Aylesbury as I have
always enjoyed exhibitions. I was able to get some
other small detail parts that we never see here in
Australia.

The rail fan photographing the diesels is an “HO”
scale figure from Prieser, which explains his lean
and underfed appearance.

Areas that needed building up were made with a
plaster mix tinted with some light brown acrylic
paint before being applied. My ground cover is a
mixture of sifted earth, grass ground foam
(Woodland Scenics) and some coarse materials. The
basic texture was spread over the baseboard or
plaster onto PVA glue brushed onto the area being
worked on.

The Woodlands Scenics materials were added over
the base and then fixed with a water/ PVA/
detergent mix applied with an eyedropper.
More foliage in a range of colours was added later
to provide more overgrown vegetation. I applied
electrostatic grasses with a cheap mesh applicator
bought off a well known auction site. I was pleased
with the result.

To improve the overall layout, a printed back scene
from ID Backscenes was affixed to the back boards
of the layout. The back scene was stuck to medium
weight card with spray adhesive and left to dry. The
scene was then trimmed to the height required and
affixed to the backboards with PVA glue.

The card was curved to fit in the corners and the
whole thing clamped together until the PVA glue
had dried and the card was suitably affixed. I
wanted to ensure that I was not doing the wrong
thing by gluing the back scene down, as another set
was half a world away. I was very impressed with
the difference the back scene made to the overall
appearance of the whole layout. At the base, more
foliage and ground cover were added to blend the
background in to the rest of the layout.

Fig.7 “Just another six or seven centimetres” … the railcar
needs an exact placement, probably for a flange truing.

A three road fiddle yard completes the layout and
provides the opportunity to move locos, rail cars
and wagons to and from the main layout. As can be
seen from the track plan, I can operate two locos or
other items at the same time, to make sure there is a
lot of activity for viewers.

“Sulzer Lane” has given me an opportunity to use a
number of skills and achieve an operating model
railway within a short timeframe. The layouts
progress creates the incentive to keep evolving the
design. I look forward to being able to load it into
my car for many more exhibitions.
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Ron Thirkill tries his hand at concreting and lays a base for the loco shed on Veronpilly.

The base for the shed is made from offcuts of cork that have been painted and weathered to
represent concrete. This is a great example of using scrap materials to create something for your
layout with little or no outlay. The shed was constructed using a commercially available kit.

A NSWGR AD 60 class is a little bit longer than the
shed but it does afford some protection for the crew.

The loco shed in place on the new concrete base.
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All Railways need some form of signalling or “Safe
Working” system. Many of us install signals or put
dummy signals in place. Here is an ultra cheap
method of representing working ground signals, on
your layout.

I had the need for a “fouling peg” system on my
railway which could be seen by any visitor showing
an interest in my railway, yet look as though they are
meant to be there. A fouling peg is simply a sign post
or marker showing where rolling stock can be put in
a siding without “fouling” other passing trains.

My very supportive wife bought me a set of Lifelike
dummy signals which included a couple of very
fragile ground signals. One spectacular derailment
broke two of them when a visitor threw the wrong
turnout under a moving train. I needed a few “fouling
peg” type signals anyway for other areas on my
layout, so I had the idea to make my own. I needed
something a little more forgiving of such mistakes.

A search in the scrap box came up with a few spare
Kadee coupler pockets and some scraps of styrene.

Fig. 1 Showing how a spare Kadee coupler pocket can be
converted to a “dummy” ground signal showing the front and
side views.

I cut down the pocket to approximate size shown in
the diagram. I then backed it up with a piece of .020”
styrene and glued it onto a styrene base. I also used a
small triangular offcut of styrene as a strengthening
gusset. Dabs of white and black were painted with a
yellow dab where the lens would be to represent
“Caution”.

Later, I drilled out the area shown in yellow very
carefully with a 3mm drill. The gap was filled with a
3mm bidirectional LED with two leads. The result is
a convincing railway ground signal.

If you are doing this in N Scale, you could use 2mm
LED’s as these are also available as bidirectional.
You might prefer a two light signal - one Red and
one Green. You will find a suitable template for the
two light below. If you do not have any Kadee coupler
spares, simply make the front from sheet styrene and
paint a visor with black paint over the area where the
visor would be.

We will discuss how to connect and wire these
signals in the next issue. Happy Signal Making!

Fig. 2 BC Hydro 151 is coming towards us to the head shunt
or yard lead at the other end of the terminal station with 2
ground signals firmly at Red. Northern Alberta Rys 205 is
Eastbound long end forward from a transfer run to Banksia.

HOW TO MAKE SIMPLE GROUNDHOW TO MAKE SIMPLE GROUND SIGNALSSIGNALS

AnAn easy projecteasy project to make in one eveningto make in one evening
by Trevor Gibbsby Trevor Gibbs
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GARETHAND SUE’S G SCALE
RAILWAY EMPIRE

Gareth and Sue Jones are building a dream outdoor layout, a man
cave, and an impressive collection of large scale models

By Trevor Gibbs

Gareth and Sue Jones live in SouthAustralia’s
South East region and have built a large G scale
layout that lives in and outdoors. Gareth’s
construction methods are innovative and very
sturdy and effective for the climate.

When visiting Naracoorte in South Australia to see
and document Lindsay Baker’s South East Division,
we were introduced to Gareth Jones who showed my
wife Vivien some photos of his layout. Because I
was getting details to cover the National Trust there,
I did not see those pictures but according to Vivien
(“We have to go and see this…”!) it must have been
special!

Arriving at Gareth and Sue’s home, we found Sue
running her “baby”, a live steam 0-4-0 under radio
control. It was doing circuits in the main area around
a very large loop dedicated to live steam.

Fig. 1 When we arrived, Sue was driving this British outline
0-4-0 around the outer loop. Because of insulation issues, the
electric LGB style trains are unable to run at the same time as
the steamer so it is on a dedicated loop.

Fig. 2 Sue is using a Radio controller where the receiver
is in the tender. The thin white line at the back of the
tender is the aerial. The loco can be run for about 30
minutes on its gas fuel load and being live steam makes a
genuine chuffing sound!

A perusal of the layout included a very well built
“man cave” so the layout has become an all
weather operation.
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The inner loop is effectively a folded over figure of 8
while the other was a straight loop, both of which
also ran into a station in the man cave.

Talking to Gareth, his primary interest is in running
trains as distinct from operating them, with his main
interest being a Thomas theme. That has not stopped
him from acquiring other types of trains and he is
building up quite a collection.

He also has very interesting building techniques,
unique bridges, a 1:24 slot car layout and an end to
end tram running! Sue also helps and has built her
own N scale layout. Here are some of the sights taken
on the day we visited …

Fig. 3 An Alco FA2 in Southern Pacific Daylight colours
crosses over a section of track it will later travel on. It is on the
double track bridge that leaves the “man cave”. The first
track at the far right is the dedicated steam line. Gareth likes
Thomas trains but this one was a bargain so… why not?

Fig. 4 The Southern Pacific Passenger passes the station on
the outside. This look could be achieved in any scale and the
only giveaway is the size of the chair legs just visible at the top
of the photo.

The grass shown in different areas is of different
tones because no two grass tones ever seem to be the
same. The grey areas are roads which will have a
number of buildings that Gareth has either made or

is in the process of making to eventually form a
complete model village. The station building,
shown in Figure 4, is made from cast concrete as
are all the outside buildings.

Winters in the South East of South Australia can be
very cold by Australian standards and the extremes
do not allow for the vagaries of plastic buildings.
Concrete buildings might need paint touch ups
after a long while, but they will be there for a long
time!

Fig. 5 The true size of the scene in Figure 4 is revealed..
Proud builder Gareth stands alongside his creation. The
track on the culvert is held in with concreted ballast. It
might be subject to weather extremes but it will take a lot to
move it! The hill beyond the bridge behind Gareth is also
concrete.

Fig. 6 The Passenger passes under a bridge on its way to
the station in Figure 4 which it will climb on its way
indoors.

The South East of SA is known as the Limestone Coast and
the whitish coloured bridge abutments are made of the most
prolific material in the region… Limestone! Gareth cut
these to shape with a saw, made the grooves for the brick
work and voila! The steel bridge behind the FA2 is for the
live steam circuit.

The 1:1 scale level crossing lights set protects where people
cross the line on the boardwalk. There are two crossing
lights with the inbound one out of view. The single oval
track can be seen joining the folded figure of eight loop just
before the boardwalk.
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Fig. 7 Thomas the Tank engine, away from Annie and
Clarabelle is heading a number of four wheeler wagons at
the Sodor Shipping Co. The low relief building would be
easy for most of us to replicate with foam core, styrene or
plywood.

Fig. 8 Emily the Stirling Single and a rake of coaches on the
single loop layout. Some buildings are made of plywood
painted with render paint. Others are made of cement sheet
with bricks or stones engraved into it using a cement sheet
cutter. All roofing is made of cement sheeting with “slates”
engraved. Corner stones are made from plastic corner edges
used on cement sheeting and engraved with a hacksaw.
Others are foam core with a printed skin for the details.

Fig. 9 A separate town scene with G scale tram/trolley cars
which provide a shuttle service, running back and forth on
the same section of track. If you need a prototype for an
operation like this, the Seattle monorail runs from the
Downtown area to the Space Needle, known as the Seattle
Center. Two train sets run parallel to each other on their
individual tracks and have done since 1962.

Fig. 10 James the Red Engine swings on the turntable,
heading for the engine shed. The outer single loop and inner
folded figure of 8 are the two tracks in the front.

Fig. 11 An ex N&W Y3a 2-8-8-2 as a Santa Fe loco and
another USRA 2-8-8-2 languish on a siding. Not that Gareth
wants it that way but they are fitted with DCC and Gareth
does not have a DCC control system yet… yet! The blue walls
make an easy backdrop, giving depth of a big sky colour.

Fig. 12 Sue added to the collection of trains by building this
N scale layout.

Imagination runs rife when dragons can be spotted roaming
in the forest at the left. We can wonder if these dragons like
trains? Perhaps they will watch them run like we do!
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Fig. 13 Of course this scene is completely fictional but like
model railroading as a whole hobby, it is fun! We would like
to see how it turns out in the future with extra structures.

Fig. 14 Not a railway but very fitting for a man cave. Gareth
rescued this 1:24 slot car track from going to landfill. A
yellow car on the innermost track just beyond the bridge is
actually a 1:32 scale Scalextric model but fit the track…
another project will be for Gareth to acquire the cars!

Fig. 15 While not ready yet, these are some of the cast
concrete buildings being readied for the outside part of this
magnificent railway layout. Another five or six of these were
readily evident inside the shed and for all we know, there may
be many more!

Gareth and Sue have certainly been productive with the
railway and the future shows a lot of promise.

Fig. 16 This layout is BIG... about 20 metres by 20 metres
in fact. The SP Passenger train in the foreground is passing
the second outdoor station while the steam loco in the far
background has topped the gradient and will parallel the
single loop line.

Gareth and Sue’s layout is a very impressive labour
of love. It is built to last and well thought out as an
entertaining running layout. It is also full of projects
to do, offering a range of building fun for, we hope,
many years to come!

G scale trains are impressive in their own right.
They impart a sense of mass like real trains do and
have real inertia to be overcome. This scale also
appeals to a wider audience than just rail fans and
model train buffs. The live steamer is a delight for
all onlookers!

With their Thomas themed trains, Gareth and Sue
have something that people of all ages can relate to
and enjoy.

We look forward to our next visit and being able to
update the development of this great layout!
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I have a lifelong interest in railways, especially the
New South Wales Government Railways. My father
was a pattern maker, who worked in Eveleigh from
the 1920s to the late fifties. When I was four or five,
he bought me a Hornby wind up model steam
engine with two open goods wagons and an oval of
track. From then on, I was hooked.

Having many layouts and a brief foray into English
N scale, I settled for HO scale some fifty years ago.
With my friend, Terry Flynn, who helped me with
the layout construction, DCC wiring and is advising
me on the Zimo sound chips, I have been able to
build a fully operating model of Picton and
Goulburn. Modelling the salient features of these
two interesting and historical New South Wales
towns.

Picton and Goulburn lie on the main southern
railway line, which links Sydney and Melbourne.
Picton is 80 kilometres from Sydney and Goulburn
approximately 195 kilometres. The railway arrived
at Picton in 1863. While Goulburn was reached in
1869. Picton station is Georgian style and Goulburn
described as Anglo Italian.

The layout was commenced in 2012 and consists of
6 major sections, that can be disassembled and re-
erected. The sections are virtually flat plywood

boxes, 6 ft x 3ft x 1ft deep. They have bracing
underheath at approximately 18inch interval and are
extremely light. Hint, use 5 ply for the deck, it is
much stronger and less prone to warping.

The whole layout can be chanaged from DC to
DCC with a change of power leads and throwing 5
switches on my control board. The control board
can be unplugged and removed from the layout.
The viaduct is made of 3 ply and covered with
“Slaters Stone”, which is available in A4 sheets and
can be easily cut with a Stanley knife. On the
underside of the arches, the stone is of a smooth
texture. I would like to thank my friend, Terry
Flynn, who helped me in setting up the point work,
advise on track and control board using leds. His
assistance in the more technical aspects has enabled
a greater level of enjoyment and reliability.
Moreover, his recommendation of using Zimo
sound chips in the locomotives has swayed me to
embrace DCC technology.

Scale: HO
Track: Peco code 83
Layout size: 18 ft x 9 ft
Power: Morley DC and NCE, DCC
Locos and Rolling stock: Eureka, SDS, Auscision, On
Track, Casula Hobbies and Lima
Era: Early to mid 1960s

PICTON GOULBURN IN HO SCALE

By Paul Morcom
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PICTON GOULBURN GALLERY
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In the first half of this article, Stuart Dix shows us
how he improved the electrical reliability of his
Lima S class locos when running in pairs. Mark
Connell also shows us how his locos have been
wired for more electrical reliability. Stuart
writes...

In the late 1990s, I experimented with wiring two
Lima S class locomotives back to back. The aim was
to improve pickup and operating reliability. I made
small sockets by removing the metal pins from a
length of Machined Pin IC Socket Strip such as Part
Number PI6470 from Jaycar. A suitable 1.4mm hole
was drilled in both rear corners of the Lima chassis
giving clearance to the vertical parts.

Fig. 1 The sockets shown on the underside of Stuart’s Lima S
class chassis, one for each rail side.

Short lengths of wire were cut so they were long
enough to reach the motor and allow for free turning
of the bogie. These two wires were then soldered to
the thin end of the pin and fed through the hole in the
chassis until the wide part of the pin was against the
lower side of the chassis.

The pins were secured with a small drop of glue from
the top, and the wires then soldered to the motor
terminals.

You need to ensure that the pins are wired to the
pickups for the same side rail as shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2 The wires shown on the “up side”. This is the side
that this power bogie picks up power from, so the wire must
be on the same side. Stuart runs his S class back to back, so
the trailing loco will be in reverse and the wiring will allow
smooth operation.

Jumper cables were made by taking appropriate
lengths of thin black wire and soldering on short
lengths of 0.5mm brass wire. The length of wire
needs to be long enough to allow the locos to get
around the curves that you use, but short enough
that it does not hang too low and snag on point
blades. The joint should be reinforced, if possible,
with either fine heat shrink tube or just glue, so it
does not fail due to repeated flexing.

The coupling and operation of the locos together
was successful at the time and far more reliable but
I did not pursue it any further. I needed flexibility
to run other loco combinations on my exhibition
layout “Wimmera”, to reflect the combinations of
locomotives running in Western Victoria.

The wires were difficult to route on the many locos
that had large pilots, if the sockets were to be
hidden.

TOWARDS MORE RELIABLE RUNNING

By Stuart Dix with additional notes by Mark Connell
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The September 1992 issue of Model Railroader
magazine included an article using these socket
parts. The author mounted six sockets flush on the
front and rear of each locomotive. This gave a
quite realistic appearance, but must have been
difficult to set up.

In more recent times, I have been considering
using 1.27mm pitch two pin sockets and matching
pins to connect my rail motor and trailers together
electrically. However that will be a project for
another day!

This arrangement is used on the Hornby Ruston
locomotives to connect the provided runner wagon.
The Hornby Ruston’s are factory fitted with
sockets hidden under the coupler at each end and
are supplied with a flat wagon that has additional
power pickups. The wagon has a socket on one
end only.

Braking tenders were used in several locations in
Australia. At Tailem Bend, 2 braking tenders were
made, one from a South Australian Railways 710
and one from a 740 class Mikado. Back in the days
of non air coal trains in New South Wales, Port
Waratah steam locos also had braking tenders
within the yard until 1972 and I witnessed one in
use in Albury in 1988. Tasmanian Railways also
had 3 braking tenders made from open wagon
underframes.

You could easily use a braking tender to increase
your engine’s pickup capabilities using a similar
system to the Hornby loco, making your shunting
locos far less prone to stalling.

Mark Connell sent a few photos of his double
motored Lima unit and a connection between a
NSW 44/SAR 930 and an S/42/GM loco using
similar strategies to Stuart.

Fig. 3 The “Super S class” chassis. Mark has spliced two
frames together. Note that the Red and Green wires are
connected so that the Red wire is soldered to the left side of
the motors from this view and the green wire is connected to
the right. This will ensure that the motors will work in the
same direction.

The chassis shown was quite a common conversion in the
mid to late 1980’s.

A double power bogie chassis has the advantage
that a loco should be able to pull more than twice
the original load. This is because one motor on its
own is not having to push a non powered truck as
well as pull its train.

Non powered bogies on locomotives are not as free
rolling as freight or passenger car bogies and create
a higher level of drag.

Fig. 4 The chassis of Mark’s single motor S class coupled
and wired to an SAR/AN 930 class. In normal operation the
multiple unit cables (abbreviated by rail fans to MU) tend to
“disappear” from view.

Mark wrote “my units are permanently coupled
together. With the wires and external solder joints
painted black, it should have the appearance of
Multiple Unit hoses and jumpers”.

He also wrote that he was not happy with his
soldering but soldering is difficult with an all
plastic chassis and motor case so his caution is
warranted.

Fig. 5 Mark’s S class in Vline livery coupled and wired to
an AN 930 class.

Fig. 6 Mark’s schematic drawing of how his locos are
wired. Stuart followed exactly the same principle with his
double S class units.
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KEEPING THE TRAINS ALIVE ...

Doug Devine is a model railroader living in Saint
John, New Brunswick, Canada. His Island Central
Railway is run on prototype practices in the area
where he lives. You can see his railway here!

Doug’s article, which he sent “on spec” inspired the
articles by Stuart Dix and Mark Connell as well as
a future article about reliable wiring of single locos.

Allen McClelland, the builder of the Virginian & Ohio
Railroad, probably did more than anyone to develop
operations oriented model railroading to what it is
today. In 1963, long before DCC was even invented,
he adopted the Alphatronics DC carrier control system
which was then under development. This was so he
could have multiple train operations.

The problem was that the receivers were way too large
to fit most locomotives at the time. His solution was to
put receivers in dummy locos which he wired together
in Multiple Unit (or MU for short) with powered locos.

He unintentionally managed to solve two problems by
this action which he did not intend to do but it worked
out well anyway! Dirty wheels and dirty rails caused
electrical pick up problems were no longer an issue for
him.

Fig. 1 Not necessarily the most elegant MU cables around but
they soon “disappear” from view as far as the operators are
concerned after a very short time when they are painted black.

Dave Hughes (not the Australian comedian) built a
spectacular version of the Western Maryland Railroad.

Dave did not want to put a sound unit in every
locomotive so he MU’ed locos in pairs with mu
cables from the sound equipped unit to a speaker in
the other. Now both units have sound. Because he
used four conductor cable connectors, he had two
extra wires. He connected the spare wires to the
electrical pickup giving each loco double the wheel
power pickup like Allen McClelland had.

Eric Brooman, builder of the Utah Belt Railroad
often used 3 six axle diesels for virtually all of his
trains permanently coupled and all are multiple unit
coupled. With 36 wheels spread over that length,
something definitely has to make contact. Eric’s
layout is set in the Rockies so having big horsepower
on all trains is quite normal!

My ICRY management (translates to me!), tired of
frequent wheel and track cleaning, stumbled upon
the same solutions. Most of my locos are mu’ed in
pairs. Their pick up buses are connected with pin
connectors. Pickup is great and wheel cleaning rare!

Fig. 2 A Baggage Car with MU connections for single locos!

To go a step further a few baggage cars (shown in
Figure 2 ) were converted for pickup to mu with
single passenger locos or the heritage steamer. My
cables (shown in Figure 1) are fashioned to a ‘good
enough’ standard. They work well, disappear once
the operators get used to them, are sturdy and dirt
cheap, easy to install, and very effective!

Thanks to Lou McIntyre for the photographic assistance.

by Doug Devine
A cure to the model railway stalling problem
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In an exclusive preview to Rail Modeller
Australia magazine, MagnorailOz have advised
that they will be launching a new accessory to
compliment the now well-known Magnorail
System that is bringing the magic of animated
vehicles and bicycles to the scale modelling
scene.

MagnorailOz Manager, Clyde Humphries, said
that the concept of the TO AND FRO UNIT
came after discussions with a fellow exhibitor,
Jim Hamilton at the 2020 Corio model train
exhibition. Jim was wanting an auto reverse unit
to add to his range of accessories sold through
his Scale Workshop business. Clyde saw the
opportunity for such a unit with the Magnorail
System.

After a year of prototypes going back and forth
between the Australian manufacturer, Clyde
had a working example that was compatible
with the Magnorail System, but regrettably was
not suitable for Jim’s train application, so Clyde
gave the go ahead for a short production run
which will be released at the end of July.

In its basic form, the unit is an automatic
reverser with a timing sequence to enable
otherwise static vehicles and objects to move
“to and fro” across your layout or diorama. What
makes it unique and compatible with the
MagnorailOz application is that the Magnorail
System, since its inception, has had reed switch
holders moulded in to the track channelling with

provision for magnets in the chain links that will
activate the reed switches and thus the auto
reverse process.

The TO & FRO UNIT comes with two reed
switches prewired with 1.8m for each of the
reed switch wires offering a sizeable
operational length to any project or large layout,
a power-in port compatible with the Magnorail
Power Controller, an adaptor plug for people
with standard train controllers and one output
for track power. The larger control knob is the
speed control whilst the two smaller knobs
control the time delay at either end of the circuit.

Whilst the TO & FRO UNIT will not work with
the famous Magnorail pedalling cyclists (as no-
one should ride their bike backwards) Clyde
however, explains that the TO & FRO UNIT will
open up a range of opportunities for modellers
with other vehicles and objects to have some
repetitive automatic scenes on their layouts.

The Magnorail System does not have to form a
complete loop to be able to operate. As long as
the chain remains within the drive unit it will
operate satisfactorily. For point-to-point
operation such as the Ferry Concept below the
excess chain needs to be parked after the
motor housing so in this instance it is easier
just to turn it back on itself.
The further examples of a tank marshalling
yard and a goods shed, give other options as
to how to incorporate the TO & FRO UNIT

WWW.MAGNORAILOZ.COM.AU

TO AND FRO
UNIT

PRODUCT
LAUNCH
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Example 1 – Ferry Concept
The example of a ferry crossing is simple, with the
chain having magnets facing East West which will
activate the reed switches under the ferry, so that
when the ferry starts it will travel across the river.
Once it reaches the other side, the magnet will
activate the TO & FRO UNIT, stop the motor and
pause before running back.

Example 2 – Tank Marshalling Yard or Car Factory Despatch Area

In this instance there can be one or several tanks or vehicles waiting to load onto a flatbed
carriage or low loader. The carriage or loader would have to be a fixed unit with the Magnorail
track hidden under their flatbed. Concept A is a single or multiple tanks or vehicles driving
forward on to the carriage.
Concept B can have a second line of tanks or vehicles move up from a hidden staging area, or a
workshop, to put the tail of the chain to use.
A good example is csxmad’s automotive plant on YouTube but instead of a continuous loop you
could have the vehicles stop on the car carrier – following a delay of your choosing, the vehicles
could back down off the carrier. This would require two magnets on the vehicles so they can
reverse whilst staying on the track. (Magnorail sliders cannot be reversed)
Check out the video at https://youtu.be/6zrtYw-hb1U?t=112
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The opportunity for the TO & FRO UNIT to
animate vehicles or objects on a layout or
diorama are limited only by the modeller’s
imagination. It is basically an adjunct to the
Magnorail System and will suit those modellers
who do not have soldering skills, or unable to
code Arduino boards for sequential operations
matching those that are incorporated in to the
TO & FRO UNIT.

Other concepts like a funicular going up a
steep incline (Magnorail can handle most
angles) It can be a single carriage up and
down a single line or two carriages that
intersect half way up the incline. Opportunity
for industrial applications with container
movements or items on conveyors.

Clyde offers free consultations via email for
modellers to run ideas past him at
magnorailoz@gmail.com but other concepts
can be seen in a short video on YouTube at
https://youtu.be/8tznHqgyehg

The TO & FRO UNIT will be available at the
end of July from the MagnorailOz web shop in
the accessories section along with other items
such as extra motors, track channelling and
chain links.
https://www.magnorailoz.com.au/store/c5/
Magnorail-Accessories.
An optional starter kit with TO & FRO UNIT,
track, motor, return loop and Power controller
will also be available for purchase. Pricing yet
to be finalised.

Example 3 – Freight Depot or Goods Shed/Station

This example can be a freight depot or parcels/luggage section on a station with movement
between loading bays or platform sections. The Magic is to keep one unit hidden at the start and
end of transition with a reasonable delay in between so viewers cannot anticipate what is
happening!
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